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Auto Promos
DRIVE MORE TRAFFIC & REV UP YOUR BOTTOM LINE WITH A GIANT-PRIZE CONTEST FROM ODDS ON PROMOTIONS

VIDEO SCRATCH & WIN

SCRATCH CARDS

DICE ROLL

CRACK THE CODE

PRIZE SLOT 

VIN MATCH 

Turn your dealership into a Hot Spot with Video Scratch & Win! Advertise the chance to uncover huge 
discounts with every good faith offer. Customers unveil up to six matching symbols on the game’s 

touchscreen grid to see how big a discount they’ll receive. For example, offer a $500 discount for one 
correct selection, $750 for two, $1000 for three, $1500 for four, $2000 for five and a FREE car for six. You set 

the discounts and frequency for up to five correct selections, and Odds On picks up the tab for six!

Scratch cards are a proven way to drive traffic and increase sales at your store. Customers simply 
scratch off a predetermined number of surfaces to reveal underlying symbols. When they unveil the 

correct number of matching symbols, Odds On will be there to pay for the prize.

Grab attention, increase traffic, and generate fun and excitement with the Prize Slot. Insure prizes up to 
$100,000 with our jumbo-jackpot promotional slot machine and watch your customers line up for the chance to 
spin the reels and win. And, when the pay table says jackpot, Odds On will be there to pay for the prize!

Here’s a deal clincher… telling a customer their new vehicle could be free! If the last 5-7 digits of 
their Social Security or Driver’s License number matches the Vehicle Identification Number of a 
predetermined lucky car, they win, and Odds On will pick up the tab.

Place the keys to a brand new vehicle, inside the plexiglass Prize Vault and place it on your showroom 
floor. Then, advertise the chance to win a free ride for coming in and taking a test drive. If a lucky 
customer cracks the code, the Prize Vault will open, your customer wins a brand new vehicle, and Odds 
On will write you the check. 

Advertise the chance to win a brand new vehicle for rolling into your store for a test drive. After they’ve 
kicked the tires, you’ll hand them a set of Odds On’s customized 1”, 4”, 8” or 16” dice for your promotion 

(N-E-W-C-A-R, C-H-E-V-Y,  V-O-L-V-O, etc., the possibilities are endless) and give ‘em a chance to roll 
their way to a new set of wheels. When someone beats the odds, Odds On will write the check.
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DON’T SEE WHAT YOU NEED?
Odds On has thousands of ideas to fill your store with excitement, publicity, and best of all—customers.

Give our team a call today for a custom brainstorming session.

LUCKY ENVELOPES

SPORTS CONDITIONAL REBATES

DIRECT MAIL PROMOTIONS

WEATHER PROMOTIONS

SPORTS SPONSORSHIPS

Generate leads and publicity by hosting a prize-awarding game show at a community event, 
sales promotion, or upcoming auto show. Advertise the chance to WIN a free car by registering 
for a chance to win or by purchasing a vehicle during the promotional period. At the end of the 

event, invite all the people who have registered or bought cars back to your dealership for a 
chance to play one or many lucky envelope games for a 100 percent rebate or a brand new car.

Want to generate some great publicity? Announce that you’re going to refund the purchase of 
every vehicle sold during the promotional period if the home team hits a grand slam, scores a 

defensive touchdown or wins the big game. When the condition holds true, you’ll reimburse 
your customers for the cost of the cars, and we’ll pick up the tab!

Run a sale advertising a $5,000 rebate for all cars purchased during the promotion if it 
snows on Christmas Day. Or give a year’s worth of payments to the first 100 buyers if it 
reaches 100 degrees on July 4th. The possibilities are endless, and Odds On picks up the 
tab when the condition holds true.

This season, support a local sports team and give a lucky fan the chance to win a brand new car 
on game day! Contestants register at your store, online or at the game, for a chance to test their 
on-field, on-court, on-ice, etc. skills. If someone has the talent of a Hall of Famer, we’ll be there 
to pay for the prize.

During your next direct mail campaign sequentially number your mailers during the printing 
process, and Odds On will preselect a winning number to post on your showroom wall. If the 
customer who has that number walks in, they’ll drive home a winner, and we’ll pay full retail.
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